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As a New Year begins, Let us Multiply our Exponential Impact for the Earth

Let us Embark Together on the One Home Journey: 7 Years for 7 Generations!

Dear Friend,

We are ending 2023 with deep anguish for human and planetary suffering, yet with profound gratitude
for the growing impact of our expanded collaboration with local and global partners, working together
for the future of the Earth. As 2024 dawns, we can and must co-author a new story - one that is
inclusive of all cultures, all peoples and all life on Earth. 
 
In this spirit, we warmly invite you to embark with us on the One Home Journey - 7 years for 7
generations (2024-2030), described in UNtoday magazine as "a Planetary Journey to the Rescue of
the 2030 Agenda" (1 Dec 2023). This collective expedition of 7 years to all 195 countries on our
shared home planet, connects Earth Citizens, home to home and culture to culture, to co-shape an
inclusive, regenerative, just and peaceful future for all life, and for the 7 generations to come. 
We welcome you as an active co-creator, supporter or partner, of  what I, Jean Houston, hail as "the
single most important movement in present human history".  We are delighted that already 15
outstanding global civil society organisations are collaborating in this expedition, amplifying our
collective planetary impact.
 
We invite you to co-create with us the One Home UnivEARTHsity for regenerative future
building, established on the go during the One Home Journey. In this transformative and innovative
space for active and aspiring future builders of all ages and backgrounds, we "co-create the
infrastructure for the vision of the new beginning", as I, Youssef Mahmoud, see it. Simultaneously,
participants' solidarity fees support scholarships for Women for the Earth and Youth for the
Future from marginalised contexts in every country on Earth. Together, we shall heal the present and
actualize the future. 
 
The One Home Journey is initiated and stewarded by our rapidly expanding Home for Humanity
Movement for Planetary Regeneration comprising pioneering changemakers across all continents.
Their initiatives organisations and enterprises embody 'homes for humanity' that foster belonging,
innovation and transformation, personally, locally and globally. In 2023 we honoured remarkable
organisations worldwide for being Homes for Humanity, including Tibetan Children's Village in
Dharamsala, India, STAR School for Navajo children in Arizona, Huerto Roma Verde in Mexico
city, World Beat Centre in San Diego, and Shakti Leadership worldwide. We championed pioneers
of new Homes for Humanity like Tucuza in Zambia, Moje Kasheer in Kashmir and Wake Wellbeing in
Nagpur/global. All these inspiring Homes for Humanity will shape the One Home Journey locally and
host the One Home UnivEARTHsity's Earth campus.
 
Our extraordinary collective impact in 2023 was grounded in our regenerative gifting culture of
reciprocity and shared abundance. The One Home Journey and UnivEARTHsity will accelerate the
emergence of an economy of wellbeing for all life, and a culture of gifting. 
Both are funded primarily through an innovative Collective Citizens' Reciprocal Gifting Campaign, so
that Earth Citizens can collectively own and co-shape our shared future.  

Each of us can play our vital part to unleash the exponential “Power of We”: 
Activate the Power of 7: 7 co-creators join with a single registration to amplify impact.
Enrich the SDGs with integral, Indigenous, cultural, place-based, purpose-driven inputs.
Nurture our regenerative gifting culture to build a global economy of wellbeing. 
Pioneer systems change as part of the rapidly growing Home for Humanity movement.
Engage with our outstanding global partner organizations, each serving the global good.

 
By 2030, we will have multiplied our exponential collective impact for the Earth – now, and for 7
generations!

With 20,000+ participants we will have established an ever-growing community of mutually-
supportive future builders connected across all 195 countries on Earth. 
With 1000+ 'home for humanity' initiatives, each a living future practice ground, we will form an
interconnected Earth Campus for innovating systems change. 
Through collaboration and partnerships, we will have accelerated the paradigm shift towards integral
whole life-based systems for personal, local and planetary wellbeing. 
We will all have contributed innovatively, locally and culturally to meet the Global Goals.
As humanity reconnected in unity with each other and all forms of life, enriched by our cultural and
biological diversity, we will have reconstituted the living fabric of a new Earth Culture, grounded in
the inherent value, unity and wholeness of all life.   
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Add your unique momentum to this unstoppable force of humanity in unity.

In closing, we thank all our global civil society partners, local-global Homes for Humanity, and
supporters for a year of impactful co-creation. We laud our extraordinary core team of Youth Humanity
Fellows, Muziwanele Ngwenya, Paulina Jantos and Kajsa Liedén. 
Thank you all for a year of miracles - and for the future-building Journey ahead!

'From Heartbreak to Breakthrough'

'A Planetary Journey To the Rescue of the

2030 Agenda'  (1 Dec 2023)

Home for Humanity Movement for Planetary Regeneration, with our global Partners 
www.HomeforHumanity.Earth
See: Our Brochure, Our Common Story Newsletters and our ANNUAL REPORTS

Download the One
Home
UnivEARThsity
Prospectus here. 

There are many ways you could become a Co-Creator or Supporter:

Become a Future Builder of the One Home UnivEARTHsity:  
Co-learn and co-create, with pioneers from all cultures and geographies; innovate or expand your purpose-based initiative as a
'home for humanity' to serve your inner home, your local home and our Earth home. (See Prospectus) 
Become an Earth Voyager: Travel the Earth, virtually, from your own home, discovering the unique contribution of each culture
to our Earth home. 
Support the Earth Citizens' Collective Gifting Campaign to gift 1000 scholarships to outstanding Youth for the Future and
Women for the Earth
Become a One Home Champion: support multiple scholarships, make an open gift to the One Home Journey or One Home
UnivEARTHsity, and invite others you know to become One Home Champions. Please write to us.
Become an Earth Family Member: spread the word, enjoy and support the movement, host community screenings of the
Movie, invite people to the Journey.

www.HomeForHumanity.Earth

www.HomeForHumanity.Earth/OneHomeJourney

www.HomeForHumanity.earth/OneHomeUnivearthsity

welcome@HomeForHumanity.Earth 

If you wish to unsubscribe from our newsletter, click here
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